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introduction

Genesis of the Project
Adré Marshall

The idea for this imaginative and innovative project was sparked by Bettie CL’s desire to 
recreate, in a different space, an opportunity for that free exchange of responses generated 
by “pictures at an exhibition” where viewers  discuss with others what they see and feel. 
Under lockdown, this interaction was impossible, so Bettie invited responses to her pictures 
to be submitted online in verbal or pictorial form. These range from immediate “gut feel” 
reactions expressed in a few words or sentences, to more carefully crafted poems or essays, 
or even an artist’s own pictures, drawings, or creations in a different medium, such as fabric. 
All these contribute to the rich tapestry of the work.
The theme The Gift of Walls – Utopia/Dystopia, encapsulates the paradox of life under 
lockdown: we are kept safe by protective walls sheltering us (if we are fortunate to live in a 
comfortable house or apartment} but simultaneously we are restricted in our everyday 
activities in a way many find unreasonably oppressive. On the other hand, being physically 
restricted can, ironically, stimulate unbridled creative activity – as we see here. 
The evocative pictures in this virtual exhibition feature a great variety of images, shapes, 
textures, drawn from both the natural world and world we have constructed. As many of the 
pictures demonstrate, the paradox of Utopia/Dystopia is reflected in the natural world.          
A destructive fire rages over the mountain, burning trees and other vegetation, but a 
refreshing mist swirls over the scene and can resuscitate new life. We see shapes revealed 
in stone, scorched skeletons of twisted trees emerging from the mist, dilapidated buildings 
with roots of trees growing in the cracks, like probing fingers. Some of the images have 
evoked multiple interpretations:  images such as the dancer against a white wall; the skull-
like stone reminding us perhaps of the earliest inhabitants of the mountain; the play of light 
and shadows on various surfaces; enigmatic faces embedded in a harsh desert environment 
or superimposed on a tar road. Responses range from mystification, despondency, and 
hope, to joy in the sheer aesthetic appeal of an image.  
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art review

Observing the Dualities of our Time
Mary Corrigall

The paradoxical conditions – dystopia and utopia – Bettie Coetzee Lambrecht evokes 
through the title of this exhibition and the two series of photographs of the natural 
world have come into sharp focus during the Covid-19 pandemic. For those with 
the financial means – isolation and social distancing has allowed them to languish 
safely indoors, in our homes – our places of security. In this way we have been 
hibernating in the little utopias we have cultivated over time, ballasts against the 
world outside and the threats it presents. However, the reality of an unseen virus 
that lies dormant and sometimes inactive in a large percentage of its carriers and 
victims, is inescapable with daily statistics being issued and news about direct and 
indirect victims feeding social media and other online platforms at an incessant pace, 
drawing us into the dystopian worlds that exist beyond the comfort of our homes. It is 
almost as if we are hibernating in cocoon positioned over a dangerous precipice.  

Lambrecht’s photographs are not intended to address or illustrate this paradoxical 
existence, however, they somehow plug into or are a manifestation of a psychosocial 
situation that has perhaps only now come more sharply into focus. It is a state of 
affairs that can be traced to the rise of social media and the pending failure or 
collapse of democracy and capitalism – the utopian ideals that have guided our 
worlds – and their impact on the natural environment.  

These sombre, moody compositions heightened through and made tangible via a 
monochromatic and highly textural palette situates these natural settings on the fine 
edge between beauty and danger.  This brings to mind this liminal sphere between 
the illusion of utopia, forever beyond our grasp, and the disillusionment that the 
failure to achieve this  state ushers in. Holding onto one therefore intrinsically evokes 
its opposite. 
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Susan Swart 
 
I often look at your pictures and think ‘that’s strange, 
it’s just how I would look at it' (trees and textures 
particularly). Your work is very interesting to me, really 
pushes the boundaries of photography into new 
territory. A new project sounds intriguing.
Your project has been in my reflections often – I 
wondered about the Dys-U–Topia, the contrast 
between the ideal and perfect and the chaotically 
unjust. As I looked at the photographs I couldn’t see 
either, on the surface everything is as we find it and 
some of us see it; but I could feel inside that the ‘tone’ 
of the works set up one against the other – given 
also your prologue regarding your rush to contain 
coronavirus lockdown by a visit to the mountainside 
followed by your realization that in fact walls are in 
the mind, as much as they are outside, and we can 
transcend them by an act of creative imagination.    
You did that. We all have our ways of getting beyond 
the walls.
For me, I make a distinction (being an audiologist) 
between the sensory reception (hearing) and the 
internal perception (listening). I think something 
similar happens when we look at something: the 
retinal cells fire off and send their electrical code to 
the brain and we ‘see’ but then we also have what I 
think of as ‘the mind’s eye’ and of course our own lived 
experience, and it is this that leads one to something 
like being able to see the visual ambiguities that are in 
some of your photographs.
Trees, well you have intuited that I have a fascination 
for trees and their shapes. Are the burned trees 
symbolic of something destructive or are they a 
comment, an observation on the cycle of nature, that 
wonderful rhythm in the trees that dies, survives in 
its seeds and rises again (linked to the tomb of your 
Stone Shadow.
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6075 BettieCL Rock Seeds

Christine Coates   

I’m drawn to the warmth of the seeds. They’ve fallen 
onto hostile ground and yet there’s the promise of 
germination, of new growth. The black spikes look 
ominous, like spiked fences, yet the seeds have 
consumed the first ones. Hope. Contrast the warm 
seeds with the hard, inhospitable earth. But  the 
seeds suggest that they will find root and germinate. 
A suggestion that even in an emotional depression 
there are seeds of growth.      

Adré Marshall   Seeded in Rocks

Hermine 

Spies 

Coleman  
Protracting shadows

Rob Rich   Umbrella festival

Kathy Lewis  

Death emphasises,

Making remains visible,

Seeds linger in ash.

Marelise van Wyk   
Strength, surviving, new possibilities, 
potential (new growth)

My reaksie op hierdie werke is 
waarskynlik beïnvloed deur die 
situasie waarin ons ons nou bevind, 
en ek wonder of ek op ‘n ander 
stadium dalk anders sou regeer. Ek 
reageer so ver moontlik instinktief 
sonder om te veel aandag te gee 
aan jou skrywe of tema

Anita de Villiers 
     
Delicate life windblown into numerical safety
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Covid-19 – Gift of Walls – Dys-U-Topia

Bettie CoetzeeLambrecht

Trees cloaked in mist recently accompanied fires that devoured almost the entire 
slopes of a section of the iconic Table Mountain in Cape Town. In its trail was left a 
barren stretch of  black stumps, broken-limbed and scorched trunks of large trees. 
A testimony to the brutal force of nature. And its subsequent gifts. The gifts arrived a 
few days later. That was when the mists arrived and altered the scene of destruction to 
one of wondrous mystery – a paradox, echoed by the grim message on national radio 
stations: we were to be buried alive between the walls of our own living spaces.

What could save me from insanity? Cutting twenty-one days into chewable bites 
maybe? A new photo-project, new pictures to process on my computer? My world was 
about to shrink to the size of my screen. Desperate measures were called for by the 
looming Covid-19 total Lockdown.

Three days to prepare for it. Three days in a row my alarm clock launched me into the 
dark, up the mountain to the parking lot on Lion’s Head. Every despairing morning of 
the last three days of freedom. Pre-sunrise, at the last available parking space on Signal 
Hill, my car shrunk into the narrow ledge facing the burnt down slopes. 

The mist was growing thicker. Whatever had been growing on this slope, once 
densely covered with shrub bush and high pine trees, had changed into weird, spooky 
distortions. Shapes that might at another pre-fire, pre-misty time have been called 
‘trees’ now swayed like decapitated heads, unanchored to bodies. They were drifting, 
hanging from the sky. 

To get closer I stumbled on the slippery slope, trying with limited success to find a 
stone  for support. Most of them caved into the ash soft earth without a steadying 
clump of grass. 

By the time I descended the mountain the sun had swallowed the mist. Eyes glued, 
not to the tops of trees any longer, scanned the shape of shadows on rocks and loose 
stones. Between black memories of tree trunks, I discovered the remains of burnt 
sticks with shadows mimicking birds. Human heads emerged as skulls from beneath 
the dust trodden earth.
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Hours later my images, the “raw” material, the means to my survival over twenty-one days, 
appeared on my computer screen. Nice pretty pictures. My initial intention, to simply tickle 
here and soothe there – enhance a shady patch, coax a touch light – took a different course. 
My fingers had taken over. They decided to do their own thing, to disobey their master’s 
instruction. The monster of caged life would swallow their master whole. They knew that. 
They had to deal with Lockdown meaningfully. 

As I lost my myself on the rectangle of the screen, my fishbowl apartment started expanding. 
It grew larger, walls lost their solidity, became transparent. On my screen, I noticed there 
appeared gradually eight, nine, ten variations culled from the same negative. They were vying 
with each other for selection. 

How did that happen? My fingers replied: “You did not limit your experimentations to 
creating just two or three variations from a particular negative – as you normally do.  No, you 
tried every technique known and unknown; pushing the limits of your digital pixel painting 
brush capabilities.”

As my former agitated state of mind duplicated as a mirror image on the screen, I felt 
paradoxically calmness and energy flowing through me. Panic miraculously transmuted into 
a sense of immense peace and with it, a sense of space. The distressed textures, distorted 
shapes and bleached colours smiled at me. They pointed to the fragments of destroyed walls 
of my casket.

Covid-19 Lockdown was a wake-up call to recognise the inner metamorphoses of fear and 
panic into a Gifts of Walls.
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BettieCL Thirst

Adré Marshall

This desert scene with its face-
shaped blank space evokes 
ideas of a natural disaster such 
as climate change, or some such 
cataclysmic event. Viewed in 
today’s world, at a time where 
the Covid-19 pandemic is raging, 
the picture seems to portray a 
post-apocalyptic world devoid 
of human beings. The space that 
a human face could fill has been 
absorbed into a landscape of rock, 
pebbles, and dry grass. It creates a 
disturbing and eerie effect. 

Christine Coates 

A curtain, the fabric of water drops 
falls and folds. Before it a woman 
emerges from the sand, from the 
pebbles, a watercourse. Here it 
was once wet, but is now dry. Any 
moisture recedes. There’s an ancient 
figure, a kind of witch, a seer, a 
prophet, or the spirit of the soil. She 
has power and magic. Her face is a 
large pebble, it’s the moon. It’s void 
of features because the knowing 
come from deep within her. She 
rises from the dry riverbed, eroded 
from lack of water, to stand before a 
curtain of moving light. A foretelling 
of the rain to come. 
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Adré Marshall 

Phantom rainbow   
What strikes me  is the 
superimposition of the 
semi-circular white band 
over the woman’s face.  
Road rules, like rules in 
general, are supposedly 
there to protect people, 
but some might be 
crushingly restrictive. 
Women subjugated by 
society’s rules, or rules 
too rigidly applied, might 
suffer abuse or worse, and 
the hope of a better life in 
the 21st century becomes 
a mere “phantom rainbow”.

Ruth Friedmann

Lace and Vulnerability
 
Looking wistfully at life
through her lace
curtain.

The lace seemingly 
protects her from my 
gaze? – yet it lights up
her face and draws me 
closer –

Highlighting simultaneously 
both our vulnerabilities

Christine Coates

I see a young woman under 
the stars, on ancient rock, the 
cosmos is whirling around 
her. Perhaps she’s on a vision 
quest, in the Cederberg. She’s 
standing in a moonbeam. 
Moonbeams or the pathways 
of comets create crossovers, 
crossways, cross points. She’s 
at the centre. Perhaps she’s at 
a centre-point in her life. She 
gazes out but from behind a 
veil. Reality, perhaps the truth, 
is veiled – both for her and 
from her. Perhaps from the 
viewer. She’s both new and 
old, modern and ancient. She 
could be a Greek sculpture, 
cracked and ancient. Her 
gaze is both wise and passive, 
as if she’s seen many things. 

Marelise van Wyk

I see a loneliness, sadness, but also calm within a storm – 
a storm that is external rather than internal and has to be 
dealt with, somehow. BettieCL  Road Rules
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Marelise van Wyk    

Yearning, dreaming 
of a different world. 
Trying to break 
through the 
barriers. 

Adré Marshall

Ophelia Rising? A face appears where previously there was a blank space, 
a void. Is the figure floating in water, like Ophelia, with streams of bubbles 
framing her face? Or is this a mirage such as those encountered in a desert 
landscape, with the “bubbles” being pebbles? It’s a haunting image, and 
multiple interpretations can be generated. 
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Jill Trappler Painting: Beyond the Wall 2018

Jill Trappler 
Painting: Beyond the Wall 2018

Beyond the wall describes a free space 
where we are left with our imaginings. The 
walls around us, some self-imposed, some 
societal and politely, limit us. The walls are 
guardians of preconception, assumption, 
education, fashion, etc that we live with.  
When we approach these walls and 
wonder why we feel limited by them, we 
can make choices, psychologically I mean.  
I make my way beyond the walls, seeking 
a creative encounter with life, in the light 
or in the dark. 

John Cartwright 
Reference to BettieCL Against the Wall

Today is a hanky-full  
of tears – for this airy
beautiful Earth that we
have so unloved
with our barren desires,
for my son who is passing
through cancer or it
through him, for the spaces
in between us, for what
we can be but barely
are, for the billions
who have lived since Vergil
wrote sunt lacrimae
rerum – ‘there are tears
for things’, for stuff,
for the unnamed possibilities
and dead ends of our daily 
lives. So I shake
my loose knees into a dance
for that stuff, the stuff
that we are made of,
since even our tears
tell us to salute
the dance of atoms
that brought us to this place.
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Susan Swart  

Photographs

Of the Waterberge
the dolls caught in thorny drifts     
in little chairs
Chichester Cathedral
the little boat in Pagham Harbour
parents, siblings, children, 
myself,
you in your hat

Have gone.

I look at the empty space
With amazement.

A life – 
yours
mine – 
Wiped out in a quick gesture of removal,
Sharp and brutal as a surgeon’s knife.

There will be no tomorrows
Only the spaces on the walls
The shadowy outline of their frames 
where once they were, 
the hollow pain of loss.
Again

Adré Marshall

Walking in Walls

Our last hike before lockdown. We jaunt up

a mountain path, dogs dancing around our feet.

A sunbird on an erica flashes iridescence in green

and red, while all around us, fynbos sings

On one side, a wall of sandstone curves 

round to hold us in its protective arc, while

in the bay far below, whispering waves

float scribbles of foam. We stride on

until, from clumps of bushes at our feet, a yellow

gush erupts, rising knee-high before steadying

 into a copper tube that opens a flat hood 

with wide flanges spread. Two black beads spark

above a flickering tongue. The snake flexes

 like an upraised arm. We halt, grab both dogs,

jerk away. The cobra quivers, sways, then

pours itself in a silky flash back underground 

On our way down, the path trembles under our tread 

The walls of rock contract, closing in, as we, expelled

 from our fynbos Eden, descend to enter into lockdown, 

to pace the dimensions of our prison yard. 
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6000 BettieCL Rock Eye Hiding
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Johan Myburg

Van die neus wat my lewe lank
my op die spoor van geur kon sit
bly in die dood nie veel oor nie
ŉ gaping: die afwesigheid van kraakbeen,
gefatsoneerde vet en olfaktoriese senuwee
wat my dalk ŉ profiel kon gee

Ek is so bly jy put nie net soveel sin uit die werk wat jy doen nie, maar deel ook daardie 
sin. En ek is dankbaar om medeontvanger daarvan te wees.
Dié foto het eerste van almal met my gepraat. En hier is my wederwoord.

Marelise van Wyk 

Rock creature, trampled on, trodden on, 
crushed, breaking free whilst finding 
new life. Some things always manage to 
break free no matter how hard we try to 
bury them.

Adré Marshall 

The skull
pressed between layers
of rock and soil
this flattened profile
of a prehistoric face
resurrected by fire
calls to us

Rob Rich    Buried face.

Anita de Villiers    

Trampled to death

Elizabeth Pulles    Caught in a social network??? 
rotten, stinky,  inky ???? masked

Susan Swart 

The head of the elephant man, who suffered from NF1 
but managed to rise above his terrible deformities thanks 
to his own will but also the compassion and kindness of 
Dr Treves (but maybe there was a hint of medical curiosity 
there too, cynical thought, a dystopian one)

Christine Coates 

A death mask, an uncovered skull, a buried mummy, an 
ancient Egyptian treasure. I love the grid on the side of 
the face, the nose and teeth. It’s a powerful and scary 
image of death but also an image of treasure, of lessons 
to be learned from the past. 

Ruth Friedmann

Remembering fragments of a 
ditty by Hughes Mearns

One day upon a stair 
I met a man,
Who wasn’t there
He wasn’t there again today 
Oh how I wish 
He’d go away ! 

I keep seeing that frightening 
face leering at me,
Covid-19  threatening my 
world
and the more I persuade 
myself it is merely a picture of 
rock and sand,
the more he 
terrorises me 
Refusing to go away!! 

Helena Spring    Primeval thrum of human heart, grit, 
stone, gravel, ossified art

Hermine Spies Coleman    Sole/soul presence
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6242 BettieCL Skull Profile
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2507 BettieCL Bark Beings Tasting Nose 2510 BettieCL Bark Beings Mask

2488 BettieCL Bark Beings Spooky
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9339 BettieCL Rainbow City at War with itself  Structure

Attie de Jager  

Dance, dance, dance ...
From the shadow of today
Dance, dance, dance ...
Into the light of tomorrow
Dance, dance, dance ...
Through the walls of 
sympathy
Dance, dance, dance ...
To the rhythm of the Lord's 
love
Dance, dance, dance ...
       To remember
             all of 
              the 
            above.

Marelise van Wyk 

Our past memories provide the layers of 
experience that make us who we are. Lost 
memories, a past life fading away, hidden 
behind layers of more memories that are 
added as we move through life. 
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3902 BettieCL Fantasy City Lights

Mullerie Rabe Taljaard  

Hope 

Light has a certain 
signature and I call it 
Hope. 

Ek het my afsonderingstyd 
hoog teen Seinheuwel in 
De Waterkant deurgebring 
en saans was die liggies van 
Kaapstad-hawe ’n welkome 
metgesel. 
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Heinrich Kammeÿer          

UTOPIA DYSTOPIA                                                                                    U–DYS–TOPIA

SKOPPELMAAI    PENDULUM                                                                      die 

metafoor  the methaphor                                insinuasie                        

inuendo    

                    woord-denke––a word drawing

Utopia; an imagined perfect place or state of things, -fantasy, aspiration -womb                                                          

Dystopia; an imaginary place or society in which everything is bad, -suffering                                                   

van een–na–die ander                                                                           SÊ NOU–WHAT IF                                            

ekkekennigheid–verbeelding–wederkerigheid                                                     selfsug–

spil–vertedering                                              dobbelspel–slinksheid–dubbelspel                              

assertive–aggressive                                            waarskynlikheid                                                            

gevoelenswoestyn–wêreld–gevoelensweelde                                     verbeelding–

selfbeeld–evalueer                                                                               binne–grense–

buite                                                                                        binneste–tussenste–

buitenste                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

. uitstelligheid–tyd–onmiddelikheid                                        SKY–meets–SEA                                                                                                                                              

                                     .             stress–action–fix                                                                    .          

koekoek–nes-in–tinktinkie                                                               verset–ongeskrewe reëls–

trotseer                                                              selfbewus–selfbeskikking–selfbeeld 

       fyngevoeligheid–rep–skinnerbekke                                                          inmengery–geduld–

lankmoedigheid                                                                                                                                                                                       

.             fatsoenlikheid–stryd–skaamteloos                                       nothing like being 

independent                       buitestaaner–                                                          wankelmoedig–

werksritme–gewen          gerusstellend–roeping–lewenslus                                                                                                   

geheimsinnig–lig–bruikbaar                               gebiedsafbakening–vervaag–padloopertjie    

vervaag–aanswel–wegswerf                                             self aangewese–uitadem–doelgerig                                                           

teenmiddel–bode–vernuwing                                                               slof–voeteopteller–hups                                                                        

op–en–uit                                                                    ligsinnig–onthulling–nuwe-oogwink                                                            

rinkinkend–kamer–skamerig                                                                                         gefuif buite–

ruit–skadus binne                                                                                      andersom–kussing–

glorie                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

roerloosheid,                                                             seepbel–gehul–ydele vlu

g                                            hoogswewend                                                              sêgoed–is–oorwoë                                                                             

stilte–praat–stilbly                                        eenselwigheid–skeefgehang–broos
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6102 BettieCL Stone Shadow

Christine Coates 

I love this image. Aesthetically it is very pleasing. I like the structure, the weight of the 
squares, the balance, the repetition of the shapes. Again I’m thinking about resurrection. 
Is this the tomb that was sealed, now open? Is it a book, the book of life? Is it the tablets of 
Moses? The stick on the right is a staff, a pen, a handle – on truth, on freedom.

Elizabeth Pulles  

A tomb rock rolled away 
we know as we enter and leave in dark 
the cold scared bones of Lazarus.

Elizabeth  Pulles  

In the dark behind the rock waits Lazarus.

Hermine 
Spies Coleman 
   
Tomb

Adré Marshall    

Tablets of Stone

Susan Swart  

The stone against the stone shadows made me think of the biblical stone, rolled away from 
the tomb, the shadow of the entrance and something white behind that, the thin selvedge 
of a shroud maybe.  I thought there was something ‘holy’ about that one. I imagined Mary 
Magdalene stumbling across the stone with both fear and jubilation.  
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6102 BettieCL Stone Shadow

Christine Coates 

I love this image. Aesthetically it is very pleasing. I like the structure, the weight of the 
squares, the balance, the repetition of the shapes. Again I’m thinking about resurrection. 
Is this the tomb that was sealed, now open? Is it a book, the book of life? Is it the tablets of 
Moses? The stick on the right is a staff, a pen, a handle – on truth, on freedom.
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Spies Coleman 
   
Tomb

Adré Marshall    

Tablets of Stone

Susan Swart  

The stone against the stone shadows made me think of the biblical stone, rolled away from 
the tomb, the shadow of the entrance and something white behind that, the thin selvedge 
of a shroud maybe.  I thought there was something ‘holy’ about that one. I imagined Mary 
Magdalene stumbling across the stone with both fear and jubilation.  
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